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Hence the first two Hanoverian Kings were personally
unfitted to direct English statecraft and too apathetic to
wish to attempt so difficult a task. In addition, the
long period of continuous Whig rule, the longer lives of
Parliaments after the passing of the Septennial Act, and the
long reign of Walpole, tended to give solidarity and stability
to the Commons, to party administration and to the position
of First Minister, and thus to make possible the development
of some of the underlying principles of Cabinet Government.
Those principles Walpole did more than any other con- Walpole up-
temporary statesman to establish.    After his downfall, those principles of
principles which had always been distasteful to the Whig
oligarchs as well  as to  the  Tory opposition  were often
recklessly set aside, just as the whole Cabinet System was
challenged in the revival of the power of the Crown under
George III.    But  while Walpole  was in  office, rules of
Cabinet procedure were enforced which in many cases were
not conclusively recognised until well into the nineteenth
century.    In the first place he retained in his own hands the the supreme
power to direct the chief matters of State and to make Wit "Minis-
nominations to the chief offices.    His determination to have ter'
the final voice in State affairs greatly embittered his personal
quarrel with Townshend, his colleague from 1721 to 1730,
who wished to have absolute control of his Department,
and hastened that Minister's resignation. / Walpole had the
confidence of the King, and, together with the Chancellor
and the two Secretaries of State, carried on the bulk of State
business.    Hence he, in fact, held the post of Prime Minister
even though he would have repudiated the name.    More- thecor-
over, he insisted on Cabinet unity and met irresponsibility sponsiHrity
with severe discipline.} He had emphasised this at his own cabinet,
expense in 1717, when he had refused to continue in office-
on finding himself unable to agree with his leader, Stanhope.
In 1725 he dismissed the Duke of Roxburgh, the Secretary
of State for Scotland, for his opposition to the tax on ale:
and in 1733, after the defeat of the Excise Scheme, Lord
Chesterfield  and  three   officials  of  the  Household  were
dismissed for hostility to the Chief Minister.   The opposition
of subordinates was not to be tolerated, for Lord Cobham
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